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Field of Subjectivity (the author): I saw an impression in
a cow pasture. It looked like a woman lying down. I tried
to get closer. The grass was hard under my shoes and kept
breaking as if it were teeth, crunching. The cow came
closer. My teeth began to chatter. I could see its breath. It
leaned down to eat the grass, exactly at the location of the
flattened impression.
The more present the body, the more expendable a self.

When I say body I mean that one over there, a mathematical
equation to measure the micro-distance, that one body of
which this writing-body is a set of a set. Set. As in what breaks
and stays that way.
I looked up suspension and wrote some lines. They are just
lines; I am not attached.
The lines of the body. The graphite listing. The uncertain
end-stop of sound. Lupine in the neuro-apocalypse. We have
looked it all up before. We have never. It’s still there. I am not
attached.
I want a word that means all three things: suspension, pause,
and float.
An accumulation, a letting.
> exhausted and had a good Sicilian fit myself today when a
lady on the
> bus poked me with her sharp manicured nail and demanded
I get out of
> the senior/disabled seating her discomfort also, palpable
Pause, a pucker sound with the lips and then an almost Ohm
sound.

> What an awful
woman on the bus. Let’s hope she is
> cursed with mal occhio!
“And what they find comforting about clouds and flowers is
not their sympathy but their indifference.”5
Not mouth, or lips alone, but a face.
To speak in lines without the exhaustion of sound
quietly, seamlessly, telling you of this or that.
> unaware. Even writing this activates my
self-consciousness.
> rarely use the word disabled in relation to myself. I struggle
with the language
> tried over the years, and it is such a process I am in,
>
>
>
render the sort
> of facts of an experience with its subjectivities when
trying
> to write about dystonia. Whatever that
means.
> It’s even difficult to write about what’s
difficult
> to write about. And then what is “aboutness”!
>
>
> —how
> that can only be that—but also transcend as such for
the reader.
> Or the possibility of that
> could interact with the computer as
a haptic membrane,
> a suspension machine that takes my joints through passive
range of motion

> as I write—maybe my eyes could type, like Hawkings, pupil
to laser to touchscreen.
> But no, not even my eyes, if I could rest my eyes
while I write
The names of things.
I am trying to find a form.
A list is
a way to keep track of what I cannot do that day
is a body that I draw upon
To name a voice.
> I think very differently about the brain…
This desk is a cairn misplaced so that I follow it because it is
there and the way it works is that words don’t break so I might
arrive at a destination that can be discernible to myself and
others. The time it takes is not something I can count. The time
it takes is what meteorology tries to do. My sound out-runs
nothing. The clock-hands strand my neck.
Ergonomics equals concept of ideal bodies in alignment to
produce.
combined our losses
in days
to dystonia
eye surgery
spending time in
this economy
gains in radical
adaptation
in collaboration with time and deadline I am
> happy
to be working with you

